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Abstract
Drugs are often seen as ancillary to the purpose of fighting diseases. Here an alternative

view is proposed in which they occupy a spearheading role. In this view, drugs are technolo-

gies with an inherent therapeutic potential. Once created, they can spread from disease to

disease independently of the drug creator’s original intentions. Through the analysis of

extensive literature and clinical trial records, it can be observed that successful drugs follow

a life cycle in which they are studied at an increasing rate, and for the treatment of an

increasing number of diseases, leading to clinical advancement. Such initial growth, follow-

ing a power law on average, has a degree of momentum, but eventually decelerates, lead-

ing to stagnation and decay. A network model can describe the propagation of drugs from

disease to disease in which diseases communicate with each other by receiving and send-

ing drugs. Within this model, some diseases appear more prone to influence other diseases

than be influenced, and vice versa. Diseases can also be organized into a drug-centric dis-

ease taxonomy based on the drugs that each adopts. This taxonomy reflects not only bio-

logical similarities across diseases, but also the level of differentiation of existing therapies.

In sum, this study shows that drugs can become contagious technologies playing a driving

role in the fight against disease. By better understanding such dynamics, pharmaceutical

developers may be able to manage drug projects more effectively.

Author Summary

The number of drug-like chemical and biological substances that can be constructed with
current technologies is vast, yet the subset that can become an effective drug is far more
restricted due to the many design constraints and the expense of development. Once
developed, however, a drug can have multiple biological effects that can be beneficial in a
variety of diseases. Here, it is shown that this combination of scarcity and polyvalence
leads some drugs to propagate from disease to disease in a contagious manner. This analy-
sis offers an alternative view of the drug development process in which drugs are central
and can define dynamic relationships between diseases.
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Introduction
While drug development is typically thought of as the disease-centric process of finding a drug
that can treat a disease, much effort goes in the reverse, drug-centric direction of finding a dis-
ease that can be treated by a drug. The diseases for which a drug is intended can change over
the course of its development and post-marketing (see, for example, the case of tamoxifen [1]).
During pharmaceutical development, new diseases can be selected or dropped at every stage of
the pipeline on the basis of pre-clinical and clinical results. When a drug starts to show signs of
success with a particular disease, additional diseases are sought to broaden the drug’s therapeu-
tic and commercial appeal. Once a drug has been approved by regulatory agencies, its use may
not be restricted to the diseases for which it was approved, as medical practitioners may pre-
scribe it off-label [2]. Indeed, a drug’s efficacy against certain diseases may only become fully
apparent once it is consumed by a large number of patients or made widely available for scien-
tific experimentation. New findings about a drug’s efficacy can prompt the original drug devel-
oper to seek supplemental indication approvals or pursue life-cycle management strategies
such as combining the drug with other new or existing drugs [3].

This is not to say that drugs are created ex nihilo. They are generally designed with an intent
rooted in biological rationale, such as to inhibit a disease-causing gene. However, the intercon-
nected nature of human biology and of pathological mechanisms, the steady advance in our
understanding of diseases and the potential lack of target selectivity means that drugs designed
for a specific purpose can end up having different or additional applications. Once a drug is
created it can fail with diseases for which it was designed and succeed with unanticipated dis-
eases. Thus, drugs hold an intrinsic value based not only on their proven therapeutic effect but
also on their therapeutic potential, both suspected and unsuspected.

Because the process of pharmaceutical drug discovery is long and uncertain, a central part
of a drug’s suspected therapeutic potential is the drug’s prospects to treat multiple diseases.
Challenges to a drug’s development may come from faster-advancing competing drugs that
can become standard of care and discourage further work on other drugs. They may also come
from business vagaries such as department closures in pharmaceutical companies that lead to
re-alignment of internal drug portfolios. Thus, having multiple potential applications increases
the likelihood that a drug will be able to navigate the development process.

The unsuspected therapeutic potential of a drug is illustrated most clearly by the field of
drug repurposing. Drug repurposing has drawn attention in part due to the commercial inter-
est of pharmaceutical companies possessing an abundance of safe drugs that have failed to
show sufficient efficacy in any disease. The “poster child” of drug repurposing success is that of
a safe but abandoned drug that is discovered to be efficacious with a previously unsuspected
disease [4], [5]. While drug repurposing focuses on late-stage and post-marketed drugs, the
search for unsuspected diseases for existing drugs can be undertaken at any point in a drug’s
history.

To further understand the process of uncovering the therapeutic potential of drugs, in this
study I looked quantitatively at how drugs are matched with diseases. Quantitative analyses of
drug-disease relationships have long been of interest, for example for drug safety [6] and repur-
posing [7], [8]. However, no studies have been performed on how drugs become paired with
diseases. The closest prior work concerns the static network of diseases and their approved
drugs [9–11], also called drug-therapy network or drug-disease network. The present study dif-
fers from that work in that the dynamic process of pairing drugs and diseases was analyzed
over the course of time and in that every studied drug-disease pair, regardless of regulatory
approval status, was considered.
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Results
To achieve broad coverage, two extensive datasets of clinical trials and scientific literature were
employed. For the scientific literature, Medline records (Literature dataset) annotated with
established drug names by a text mining algorithm (see Methods) were used. For clinical trials,
records from ClinicalTrials.gov (Clinical dataset) were mapped to chemical and disease names
(see Methods). While these datasets were rich in content, they had some limitations which are
discussed below.

For simplicity of exposition certain language conventions are used throughout this text. In
particular, drugs and diseases are personified. A drug’s “birth” is the first time a drug appears
in a dataset and its “age” the time elapsed after its birth. (Note that in drug safety a drug’s birth
date is, instead, the date of the first marketing authorization.) A “cohort” of drugs encompasses
all drugs born in the same year. Drugs “accumulate” studies as they age, meaning that the total
count of studies published about them increases over time. In the same fashion, drugs accumu-
late diseases over time as they are tested in additional diseases. A disease “adopts” a drug the
first time the disease is paired with the drug.

To analyze the relationship between the number of drugs and the number of studies that are
performed about them, I counted the number of studies and the number of unique drugs men-
tioned each year in each of the datasets and looked at the ratio between these two quantities. As
can be seen in Fig 1, there is a trend towards this ratio increasing in both datasets. Thus, each
drug has been receiving greater attention over time, perhaps due to drugs becoming a relatively
scarcer commodity.

However, there was high variability in the number of studies accumulated by individual
drugs. In particular, there was high inequality within each cohort of drugs, although not reach-
ing Pareto distribution levels due to the fact that the “richest” drugs did not accumulate enough
studies. Nonetheless, the “richest” quintile of drugs from the 1990–1999 cohorts garnered, on
average, 69% of the studies accumulated by each of those cohorts in the Literature dataset and
65% in the Clinical dataset. Not surprisingly, the number of studies accumulated by an individ-
ual drug was correlated with clinical advancement. For example, in the Clinical dataset, the
drugs from the 1990–1999 cohorts that reached higher phases accumulated more studies on
average. Drugs from the 1990–1999 cohorts that only reached phase I clinical trials by 2010
were on average at the 9th percentile of their cohort in number of studies accumulated, while
those reaching phase II, III and IV were at the 20th, 39th and 63rd percentile, respectively.

To analyze the temporal dynamics of this accumulation, I looked at the average number of
studies that individual drugs accumulated over time and noted that the differences in the num-
ber of studies accumulated by each drug grew quickly over time. As can be seen in Fig 2, the
average number of studies accumulated by drugs born between 1990 and 2010 followed a

Fig 1. Average number of studies per drug per year. (a) Clinical. (b) Literature. (c) Number of studies in each dataset per year: Literature (triangles),
Clinical (circles).

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004852.g001
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power law trend of the form F(t) = αtβ as they aged. This power law appeared for every cohort
as well as for subsets of drugs, such as the ones shown in Fig 2 (in many cases a quadratic trend
was also a good approximation). The sets of drugs that accumulated more studies were associ-
ated with both higher α and β values. A power law appeared regardless of the time window
studied, albeit the time window chosen affected the resulting values of α and β. It is worth not-
ing that the power law is based on the average accumulation and does not reflect the underlying
variability, as can be seen in Fig 2C. Part of this variability comes from the fact that there has
been an increase in the number of studies performed per drug over the years. Drugs also accu-
mulated diseases following patterns of the form αtβ. Heretofore the analysis focuses on the
accumulation of studies by drugs but analogous results apply to the accumulation of diseases
by drugs.

The derivative of the cumulative number of studies F(t) is the rate of studies, F0(t) = αβtβ−1.
As can be seen in Fig 2, decelerating (β< 1) trends are associated with drugs that have not
accumulated many studies. At the most unsuccessful level, there are drugs that have only been
studied once (and, of course, there is the universe of drugs that have never been studied). A
value of β> 1 corresponds to acceleration in the rate of studies, often corresponding to drugs
that have met some success in the clinic. This can be observed in the Literature dataset, which
largely consists of successful, established drugs which exhibit values of β> 1.

An interesting question is whether an accelerating trend (β> 1) can be sustained over the
long term beyond the intervals of time considered here (� 20 yrs). Some such lasting trends
are, in fact, found in the Literature dataset. These might be due to the fact that some drugs
from the Literature dataset are especially successful and also due to the comparatively lower
average cost of the studies described in Literature vs. the average cost of Clinical studies. Unfor-
tunately, the Clinical dataset lacks enough historical depth for time windows beyond ~20 years
but shorter-term trends can be nonetheless analyzed. I looked at Clinical drugs from the 1990–
1999 cohorts and chose those at the top quintile (top 20%) in number of studies accumulated
by age 5 (in comparison with drugs from their same cohorts). I then divided this group further
into two halves according to their performance between ages 6 and 10. The drugs in the lowest-
performing half went from having a β of 1.39 between birth and age 5 to having a β of 1.01
between ages 6 and 10. The highest performing half, on the other hand, went from a β of 1.60

Fig 2. Average cumulative number of studies for drugs born during the period 1990–2010. (a) Clinical, (b) Literature. Each of the five trends in each
chart corresponds to a quintile of the dataset, with the most studied drugs at the top and the least studied at the bottom (excluding the first study for each
drug). The abscissa represents the age of the drug in years. As would be expected, the value of β increases for each quintile in each dataset. To construct the
quintiles, drugs born in the same year were treated as a cohort. Each drug within a cohort was sorted into a quintile according to the number of studies it had
accumulated by 2010. Thus, for example, drugs born in 1998 were compared only to drugs born in 1998 and not to older or newer drugs. Drugs studied only
once were excluded. Regression curves for every trend were power laws with, respectively, the following β and R2 values, from upper quintile to lower
quintile: (a) Clinical, β = {1.52, 1.25, 1.11, 1.09, 0.69} and R2 = {0.98, 0.99, 0.99, 0.93, 0.96}, (b) Literature, β = {1.95, 1.59, 1.45, 1.29, 1.13} and R2 = {0.99,
0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.96}. (c) Cumulative distribution of studies for every quintile at age 10 (left to right: lowest to highest quintile) for theClinical dataset.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004852.g002
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to a β of 1.19. Thus, some of the “5-year-old top performers” followed five years of accelerated
growth with a period of stagnating rate of growth or deceleration (β< 1). Therefore, even ini-
tially successful drugs can reach a point by which interest in further clinical development starts
to stagnate and dwindle.

That said, certain degree of growth stability can be observed. Sixty-two per cent of 5-year-
old upper-quintile performers were also upper-quintile performers between ages 6 and 10,
while only 21% descended to the second quintile. Such “momentum” or, in economic terms,
“lack of social mobility” could also be observed for drugs from the 1990–1999 cohorts in the
Literature dataset, with 60% staying at the top quintile and 32% descending one level. Thus, it
can be said that the development of successful drugs presents certain “inertia” or “momentum.”
As in the driving of a heavy vehicle, it takes time both to accelerate and decelerate. In fact only
a few upper-quintile drugs at age 5 did not accumulate any study between ages 6 and 10 (2% in
Clinical and 0% in Literature), which would be the equivalent of “slamming on the brakes.”
Thus, the “life cycle of successful drugs” is different from that of genes studied in the literature
[12], [13].

An example of a Clinical drug at the 87th percentile among those from the 1998 cohort is
posaconazole, with 19 studies accumulated over the period 1998–2010. Posaconazole is an anti-
fungal drug marketed under the brand name Noxafil. Five posaconazole Clinical studies were
started in the more than 8 years before posaconazole was approved by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMEA) in 2006. Fourteen studies
were started after FDA approval in the subsequent 4-year period between 2007 and 2010.
Thus, regulatory approval probably led to acceleration in the growth of posaconazole studies.

Post-regulatory approval studies of posaconazole sought to broaden the types of infections
and patient subpopulations amenable to posaconazole treatment. In fact, the developers of
posaconazole had probably anticipated regulatory success and had increased the number of
posaconazole studies even before approval had been granted. The cumulative number of stud-
ies for posaconazole went from being 3 at age 5 to being 11 at age 10. Thus, the rate of studies
went from 0.6 per year during the first 5-year period to 1.6 per year during the second 5-year
period. As has been mentioned, such acceleration in the rate of studies is, on average, a pattern
of drugs meeting clinical success.

Drug-centric disease taxonomy
Historically, diseases have been classified according to different criteria, such as pathology,
anatomy and prognosis. More recently, new nosological criteria have been set forth based on
molecular biology and genetics, such as disease genes, genetic associations and pathways [14–
18]. Here, instead, I have explored the creation of a drug-centric disease taxonomy by classify-
ing diseases according to the drugs they adopt.

Fig 3 shows an example of taxonomy built using hierarchical clustering based on the drugs
adopted by diseases in the Clinical dataset. Only diseases that had adopted at least 50 drugs
were selected for this analysis. Exploring this taxonomy illustrates some of the properties that a
drug-centered disease taxonomy exhibits. For example, fundamental pathological similarities
drive the creation of certain groupings. Cardio-metabolic diseases are clustered closely, mirror-
ing the intertwined pathologies of “diabesity” and cardiovascular diseases. Organ- and tissue-
based classifications arise for some diseases of the kidney, lung and CNS. Within the large
oncology cluster, hematological cancers and CNS cancers tend to cluster together.

Some diseases in the drug-centric taxonomy are clustered with other diseases due to the fact
that they are typical comorbidities or secondary diseases, or due to symptom similarity. Thus,
neutropenia, thrombocytopenia and anemia appear within the oncology cluster. Fibrosis is
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grouped with renal diseases and macular degeneration, and vomiting and nausea are grouped
with irritable bowel syndrome. Osteoporosis is classified within the autoimmune disease cluster
probably because of the importance of inflammation in this disease, while sickle cell anemia
appears with lung diseases possibly because pulmonary complications are common in sickle
cell anemia.

Symptom similarity brings together in the taxonomy cystic fibrosis with infectious diseases,
while osteoarthritis clusters with pain conditions, which reflects the scarcity of osteoarthritis

Fig 3. Drug-centric hierarchical clustering of diseases.One hundred fifty-six diseases from theClinical dataset were clustered using a distance metric
based on the drugs adopted by each disease. Several clusters were colored based on the class of diseases that prevailed in the cluster: autoimmune/
inflammation (blue-green), cardiovascular (red), CNS (blue), infectious disease (gold), metabolic/endocrinology (orange), oncology (black).

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004852.g003
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drugs beyond those used for pain relief. Thus, some drugs may affect certain parts of the phe-
notype that is shared by several, otherwise fairly different diseases. For example graft-versus-
host disease (GvHD) is classified within the oncology cluster due to the immunosuppressive
effect of many oncological and GvHD drugs.

Within the diseases in Fig 3 those in the oncology cluster have a high level of drug sharing.
These diseases have a median of 1.5% drugs in exclusivity (not shared with other diseases in
the taxonomy). Diseases in the infectious and autoimmune disease clusters, on the other hand,
have a median drug exclusivity of 13.5% and 13.4%, respectively, which points to the differenti-
ation of the drugs used for these diseases. Some diseases with high level of drug exclusivity
within the taxonomy, and that, in principle because of that could be harder to classify, are irri-
table bowel syndrome (37.5%), sleep initiation and maintenance disorders (34.0%), malaria
(29.3%), Alzheimer’s disease (23.8%) and osteoporosis (22.9%).

Drug propagation dynamics and network modeling
The adoption of a drug by a disease depends on the specific properties of the drug, especially
the first time the drug is adopted—meaning when the drug is born. However, after a drug’s
birth, the decision by other diseases to adopt the drug may also depend on the history of dis-
eases that have adopted the drug in the past. Thus, diseases that adopt a drug earlier in time
may influence the later adoption of the drug by other diseases. We can measure this influence
by looking at similarities in patterns of drug adoption by diseases over time. For example, if dis-
ease A consistently adopts drugs before disease B, we may infer that disease A influences the
drug adoptions made by disease B. Conversely, if disease B does not adopt drugs that have
been already adopted by disease A, we may infer that disease A does not influence disease B.
One needs to be careful, however, not to overlook diseases that may mediate the influence
existing between pairs of diseases. For example, disease A may appear to be influencing disease
B but that influence may be mediated by a disease C, which adopts drugs after disease A and
before disease B. Thus, by looking at global adoption patterns we can make conjectures about
disease-disease influences. Such influences might not be symmetrical: a particular disease may
influence another disease more than vice versa, or, in extreme cases, the influence may exist in
only one direction.

To illustrate this further, we can look at an example pair of diseases of some biological simi-
larity, such as the diseases of the joint osteoarthritis (OA) and rheumatoid arthritis (RA). In
our two datasets, more drugs were adopted by RA than by OA (Literature: 943 vs. 622; Clinical:
109 vs. 93). The Literature dataset indicates that drugs that have been adopted by both diseases
are more likely to have been first adopted by RA than by OA (Literature: 401 vs. 103, p< 1
10−15) (in this section, p-values reported come from two-tailed t-tests). The Clinical dataset
does not show such a tendency, perhaps due to its sparseness (8 vs. 13). Interestingly, however,
the average time it takes for a drug to be adopted by OA after having been adopted by RA is
larger than in the reverse direction (Literature: 14.6 ± 0.5 yrs vs. 7.7 ± 0.7 yrs, p< 2 10−14).
Note that study dates are based on publication date in the Literature dataset and on trial start
date in the Clinical dataset. Time differences can thus vary depending on study duration and
time lag in publication of findings.

These results can be explained by delving deeper into the drugs adopted by both RA and
OA. For example, a common RA drug with the brand name of Humira (adalimumab) was
adopted by RA in the Literature dataset 4.8 yrs before it was adopted by OA. Meloxicam, an
FDA-approved drug for OA, was adopted by OA in the Literature dataset 1.0 yrs before it was
adopted by RA, while in the Clinical dataset the difference was 2.2 yrs. The difference in modes
of action between Humira and meloxicam could justify such a sequence of events. Humira is a
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TNF-alpha inhibitor effective in a number of autoimmune diseases; therefore its adoption by
RA is more biologically supported than by OA—hence, the delay in OA’s adoption. Meloxi-
cam, on the other hand, is a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID). NSAIDs are pre-
scribed for both OA and RA, therefore any NSAID that showed promise in OA could be
presumed to have a chance to work in RA, leading to a quicker adoption by RA. Thus, similari-
ties and differences in disease biology and disease response to certain drug classes might
explain some drug adoption patterns.

Such data, however, might not be conclusive enough to firmly establish the influence
between diseases, even in cases in which this could be likely. An example is the pair of diseases
psoriasis and atopic dermatitis, both diseases of the skin with an important pathological role by
the immune system. In both datasets, more drugs had been first adopted by psoriasis, and later
adopted by atopic dermatitis, than vice versa (Literature: 109 vs. 48; Clinical: 7 vs. 3). However,
such numerical differences were only significant in the case of Literature (p< 2 10−6, p< 0.35,
respectively).

In both datasets, the average delay for a drug to move from psoriasis to atopic dermatitis
was smaller than in the reverse direction (Literature: 14.6 ± 0.5 yrs vs. 8.2 ± 0.6 yrs; Clinical:
5.3 ± 1.3 yrs vs. 2.9 ± 2.5 yrs; p< 4 10−4, p< 0.73, respectively) but only in the Literature case
the difference was significant. Thus, while psoriasis and atopic dermatitis may influence each
other’s drug adoptions, a pattern of one of the diseases being an “early adopter” for the other
disease is not confirmed.

One can go from analyzing pairs of diseases to looking at disease families or the entire disea-
some by attempting to build a network of relationships existing across multiple diseases on the
basis of their drug adoption patterns. I developed one such network by comparing disease-dis-
ease influences to a communication network in which messages are sent following Poisson pro-
cesses (see Methods). The messages in this network are the drugs that diseases “send” to each
other. One advantage of such modeling is that we can estimate the average time it takes for a
disease to send a drug to another disease.

An example of subnetwork can be seen in Fig 4, comprising lymphoma cancers from the
Literature dataset. In this network, diseases present out-going connections to other diseases (in

Fig 4. Lymphoma subnetwork based on the Literature dataset. Node colors are based on in-degree.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004852.g004
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network topology the sum of these connections is called the “out-degree”) and receive connec-
tions from other diseases (in-degree). The most connected diseases within this subnetwork are
T-cell peripheral lymphoma, with 9 connections, and B-cell lymphoma and T-cell cutaneous
lymphoma, with 8 connections each. T-cell peripheral lymphoma (out-degree = 8, in-
degree = 1) and T-cell cutaneous lymphoma (out-degree = 6, in-degree = 2) are more typically
a source of connections while B-cell lymphoma is more typically a destination of connections
(out-degree = 1, in-degree = 7). Reflecting this dynamic, the common chemotherapeutic cyclo-
phosphamide was adopted in the Literature dataset by a number of lymphomas such as Hodg-
kin disease, mycosis fungoides and non-Hodgkin lymphoma earlier than by B-cell lymphoma.
The most disconnected diseases are lymphomatoid papulosis and extranodal NK-T-cell lym-
phoma (both with out-degree = 1). Lymphomatoid papulosis is a disease difficult to classify
and its relation to lymphomas is weak. Extranodal NK-T-cell lymphoma is connected to non-
Hodgkin lymphoma, of which it is a subtype. In terms of network centrality, the disease with
the shortest median path to the rest of diseases is primary cutaneous anaplastic large cell lym-
phoma. The diseases to which other diseases have the median shortest path are non-Hodgkin
lymphoma and Hodgkin’s disease, which are the most common lymphomas.

Further validation
To further validate the results described, several analyses were repeated using a proprietary
clinical trial dataset from the company Citeline containing manually normalized drug and dis-
ease names (Trial dataset). Fig 5 shows analyses with the Trial dataset analogous to those in Fig
1 and Fig 2. It can be observed that the trends are similar to those corresponding to the Clinical
and Literature datasets. Thus, automatic annotation does not produce a noticeable bias in the
results over manual annotation.

Fig 6 shows a taxonomy built using hierarchical clustering based on the drugs adopted by
each disease in the Trial dataset. Many of the grouping tendencies are similar to those in the
Clinical taxonomy already shown. Additionally, the Trial dataset includes a manually-created
disease classification that can be compared with the clustering algorithm-created taxonomy.
For example, some disease groupings in the drug-centric taxonomy that differ from those in

Fig 5. Average number of studies per drug per year and average cumulative number of studies for
drugs born during the period 1990–2010. (a) Average number of studies per drug per year in the Trial
dataset. (b) Average cumulative number of studies for drugs born during the period 1990–2010 in the Trial
dataset. The abscissa represents the age of the drug in years. Each of the five trends corresponds to a
quintile of the dataset, with the most studied drugs at the top and the least studied at the bottom (excluding
the first study). As would be expected, the value of β increases for each quintile. Regression curves for every
trend are power laws with, respectively, the following β and R2 values, from upper quintile to lower quintile:
β = {1.39, 1.22, 1.13, 0.94, 0.64} and R2 = {0.97, 0.97, 0.98, 0.98, 0.99}.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004852.g005
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the manually-created Trial taxonomy reflect different views of the underlying disease biology.
Thus, multiple sclerosis is grouped in the algorithm-created taxonomy with autoimmune/
inflammation diseases rather than with CNS diseases, based on the fact that multiple sclerosis
drugs mainly target the immune system. Irritable bowel syndrome is grouped with metabolic/
endocrinology diseases rather than with autoimmune/inflammation diseases, which fits better

Fig 6. Drug-centric hierarchical clustering of diseases.One hundred forty-one diseases from the Trial dataset were clustered using a distance metric
based on the drugs adopted by each disease. The Trialmanually-created classification included the categories: autoimmune/inflammation (blue-green),
cardiovascular (red), CNS (blue), genitourinary (pink), infectious disease (gold), metabolic/endocrinology (orange), oncology (black), ophthalmology (green).

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004852.g006
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the biology of IBS. Stroke is grouped with cardiovascular diseases rather than with CNS dis-
eases, due to its relation with cardiovascular diseases such as thrombotic disorders.

The cardio-metabolic spectrum emerges in the drug-centric taxonomy in Fig 6 with the
grouping of diabetes type 1 and diabetes type 2 with diabetic complications, renal diseases, dia-
betic retinopathy and obesity. These, in turn, appear closely associated with cardiovascular dis-
eases such as acute coronary syndrome and dyslipidemia.

Symptom similarity forms the basis for some disease groupings, such as that of osteoarthri-
tis with neuropathic and nociceptive pain. Other such examples are the groupings of cystic
fibrosis, which is characterized by chronic infections, with infectious diseases; and of dry eye
syndrome with Sjögren's syndrome, of which dry eyes is a major symptom.

Certain disease classifications are more organ- and tissue-based such as, for example, the
lung-related group of asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and allergic rhi-
nitis. In oncology, blood cancers and CNS cancers appear as two distinguishable groups. The
remaining cancer subtypes, however, do not appear to be grouped following clear patterns,
which may point to the non-specificity of a number of cancer drugs.

Other diseases are classified based on their being a consequence or a co-morbidity of
another disease, such as anemia with oncology; hepatic fibrosis with both cytomegalovirus
(CMV) infection and hepatitis C virus (HCV); and migraine with epilepsy.

Finally, some diseases do not seem to cluster with other diseases. Examples are the pair of
diseases amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and cerebral palsy, and the pair of diseases overactive
bladder and benign prostatic hyperplasia. Individual diseases such as the fungal infection ony-
chomycosis, growth disorders, and anti-aging also form their own distinct clusters. Interest-
ingly, these are diseases with a large percentage of drugs that are unique to them and not
shared with any other disease in the taxonomy. Onychomycosis and anti-aging are first and
second among diseases in the uniqueness of their drugs, with 80% and 77%, respectively, being
exclusive to them. Growth disorders has 50% of its drugs in exclusivity, compared to a median
exclusivity of 15% among all diseases in the dataset. By comparison, the median oncological
disease has a 6% drug exclusivity. Thus, the structure of drug-centric taxonomies depends on
the stage of development, differentiation and exclusivity of existing therapies. It is worth noting
also the different overall levels of drug exclusivity found in the Trial dataset vs. the Clinical
dataset, reflecting the differences in granularity of the manual and automatic annotations.

In Fig 7, a section of a network based on the Trial dataset focused on the autoimmune dis-
ease cluster (from Fig 6) can be seen. As could be expected, diseases within the autoimmune
cluster are highly connected with each other. The diseases with most connections are trans-
plantation, which is connected to 9 other diseases, and rheumatoid arthritis and lupus, which
are connected to 7. Interestingly, transplantation is more typically a source than a destination
of connections (out-degree = 8, in-degree = 3) while rheumatoid arthritis is more typically a
destination of connections (out-degree = 3, in-degree = 7). Therefore, it would seem that trans-
plantation is an “early adopter” disease for drugs entering this cluster of autoimmune diseases
while rheumatoid arthritis is the disease most diversely influenced within the cluster. Trans-
plantation can plausibly be an early adopter for immunological diseases as transplantation
drugs are generally immunosuppressive and thus can have therapeutic potential in other auto-
immune diseases. An example of such drug in the Trial dataset is the immune suppressor
cyclosporine, which was born as an application for transplantation and then widely applied in
other immunological diseases. Transplantation, in fact, exhibits a higher out-degree (n = 17)
than in-degree (n = 6) when the entire Trial disease network is considered. (For comparison,
both the median in-degree and out-degree in the network are 6.) The disease to which other
diseases have the median shortest path in the autoimmune cluster, on the other hand, is rheu-
matoid arthritis. Four diseases exhibit the shortest average paths to the rest of diseases in the
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Fig 7. Autoimmune subnetwork based on the Trial dataset.Node colors reflect modularity.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004852.g007
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cluster: lupus, scleroderma, Sjögren’s disease and transplantation. HCV and hepatic fibrosis are
the most detached diseases of the cluster.

Discussion
Here it has been shown that the total number of studies involving drugs have been increasing
faster that the number of unique drugs under study. Interestingly, it has been noted elsewhere
that, despite the increase in importance of target-based drug discovery, the diversity of small
molecules studied for diseases has been growing much slower, on average, than the diversity of
genes [19]. This may suggest that, while the chemical and biological space that can be explored
with current drug development technologies is theoretically vast [20–22], the set of therapeuti-
cally or biologically relevant molecules might be far more restricted [23], [24]. Thus, the intrin-
sic value of drugs derives in part from their relative scarcity. Anyone trying to develop a drug
against an established disease target will often find that other drug developers have converged
to (and patented) similar solutions. It is also interesting to note that “follow-on” drugs that tar-
get the same mechanism as other existing drugs are not as common as believed [25].

Additionally, I have shown that successful drugs accelerate their accumulation of studies,
following a power law, and that this accumulation is correlated with clinical phase advance-
ment. Successful drugs become “rich” in number of studies, and are the subject of a large per-
centage of all studies. This success has momentum, so that the accumulation of studies over a
period of time is likely to continue over the next period of time. Such dynamics could suggest a
feedback loop in which drugs that initially attract attention randomly end up accumulating
more studies than other drugs in a “rich get richer” fashion. This pattern has been proposed for
publications about genes [13]. However, the outcomes of the studies analyzed here can be
judged with rather objective measures such as clinical advancement and thus it is hard to argue
for multiplicative noise effects unrelated to clinical results. Moreover, for most drugs success is
time-limited and followed by stagnation or decay in the rate of accumulation rather than con-
tinued accelerating growth.

This study has also shown that drugs can define relationships between diseases. One type of
relationship is that embodied by the drug-centric disease taxonomy explored here. Such taxon-
omy, however, does not take into account the timing of drug adoptions. Thus, I created a net-
work model in which connections reflect drug adoption dynamics. The network connectivity is
associated to drug propagation delays and represents the degree of influence that diseases have
over each other. This network portrays drugs as technologies that can propagate from disease
to disease following diffusion of innovation patterns [26]. Some diseases might be quick at test-
ing new drugs and be described as “innovators” or “early adopters,” while other diseases might
be slow or “late adopters.” From the point of view of a drug developer, a disease may be
approached first as an “early adopter” because it represents a lower hurdle due to reduced cost
and length of clinical trials or a less challenging competitive landscape [27]. The variability and
asymmetry of drug adoption delays hint that there could be opportunities for drug developers
to monitor more effectively drugs in diseases connected to their diseases of focus or to expand
the testing of their drugs into diseases ahead of competitors.

The networks I presented were created under a number of assumptions. In particular, I con-
sidered that diseases communicate with each other following a Poisson process with a fixed
rate. Or, in other words, that pairs of diseases communicate at a constant average rate and
independently of past history. This simplification obviates that the rate of communication
between diseases may change over time, due to, for example, an evolving understanding of the
biology of the diseases. Moreover, the modeling presented does not take into account that drug
subsets can be communicated at different rates between pairs of diseases. For example,
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angiogenesis inhibitors are drugs well suited for many oncological diseases, such as colon can-
cer, as well as for other non-oncological diseases, such as wet age-related macular degeneration
(AMD). However, due to the biological differences that exist between wet AMD and colon can-
cer, many other colon cancer drugs may never be adopted by wet AMD.

The network modelling also neglected any event not described by drug adoption times that
could be mediating drug adoption patterns. Perhaps most saliently, it did not take into account
the importance that a drug may have for a disease. Certainly a drug that has been heavily stud-
ied within the context of a disease, that has achieved regulatory approvals, or that has been
described in high impact publications, should have a greater potential to be adopted by other
diseases. For example, it has been shown that there is a correlation between the number of
studies that exist for a drug and the average impact factor of the journals in which the studies
are published [28]. Thus, a thoroughly-studied drug has more visibility and, therefore, more
potential to be adopted by diseases. The model here presented, however, focuses purely on
drug adoption times by diseases rather than how often they are studied or in which journals
the studies are published. A potential improvement of the model could be to modify the proba-
bility of a drug being sent from one disease to another based on the drug’s importance for the
sending disease.

It is crucial to stress that a drug’s relationship to a disease can take many forms. Some drugs
can be efficacious and safe against a disease but not as efficacious and safe as existing standards
of care and therefore be a “neglected drug.” Drugs believed to have a therapeutic effect can turn
out to be no better than placebo, as with some antidepressant drugs [29], and results from clini-
cal trials can be statistically misinterpreted [30]. Some drugs might be effective only in small
patient subpopulations. In short, the relationships between drugs and diseases are complex and
regulatory approval is only one standard of measurement. Thus, the “eurekometrics” [31] of
pairing diseases and drugs are not rigid. Ideally, for example, the analysis would also have
involved drug off-label use. Chiang & Butte [32], for example, utilized the proprietary DRUG-
DEX database as source of off-label drug use information, and Jung et al. [33] identified off-
label drug use in the STRIDE database of medical records. The analysis could also have taken
into account finer-grained disease subtypes and patient subpopulations.

Drugs are often seen as tools in a pharmacological endeavor driven by biological and medi-
cal practice. However, drugs interact with diseases not just through their therapeutic value but
also by helping to elucidate the biology of diseases. As Rein Voss described in his work Drugs
looking for diseases [34], advances in pharmacological therapy are based not only on increased
knowledge about the nature of diseases but also on increased understanding of the principles
of drug action. Thus, research on diseases and drugs reinforce each other.

Methods
Three datasets were used in the analysis, which were called respectively Literature, Clinical and
Trial. The Literature dataset comprised 2 598 877 Medline records annotated with drug names
from PharmGKB and DrugBank by the GeneView text mining tool ([35], download 08-Aug-
2014) and annotated with “major topic”Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms correspond-
ing to the branch Diseases (branch C) of the MeSH tree structure. The Clinical dataset con-
cerned 91 796 studies from the website ClinicalTrials.gov that mention a “Drug” intervention
type, an indication and a trial start date—out of the 172 262 studies present in the website Clin-
icalTrials.gov (download 05-Aug-2014). Drug names were mapped to standard identifiers
using the STITCH aliases for chemicals ([36], v4, download 09-Aug-2015). Indication names
were mapped to MeSH terms using synonyms from the MeSH Diseases branch. Of the 91 796
studies from ClinicalTrials.gov under consideration, 47 205 were mapped to at least one drug
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in STITCH and one disease in MeSH. The Trial dataset spanned 169 345 clinical trial descrip-
tions up to 2013 collected by the company Citeline. These descriptions include normalized
drug names, normalized disease names and a therapeutic area assignment for each disease. The
Trial dataset was included in the study to validate the results from the analysis of the automati-
cally-normalized Clinical and Literature datasets. Both Literature and Trial use the denomina-
tion “disease” to describe the condition aimed at by a drug study. However, Clinical uses
instead the denomination “condition.” To simplify, I have used “disease” throughout this
study, even in cases where a drug is not being applied against a disease, such as in the case of
transplantation.

Each record in each of the three datasets is called here a “study.” For each of the datasets, I
defined d = {dk} as the set of all drugs that have been used to treat the set of all diseases D =
{Di} over all the studies s = {sl} in the dataset. For Literature, the number of unique drugs was |
d| = 2 452 and the number of unique diseases |D| = 4 522. For Trial, |d| = 25 982 and |D| = 149.
For Clinical, |d| = 3 572 and |D| = 1 865.

For every drug dk mentioned in a study sl, I created a triplet fdk; sl; tdksl g, in which tdksl is a

timestamp corresponding to either the starting date of the clinical trial in the Trial and Clinical
datasets, or the publication date in the Literature dataset. The average number of studies per
drug over a period of time (t0, t1) is the ratio

jfdkj8sl; 9t0 < tdksl < t1gj
jfslj8dk; 9t0 < tdksl < t1gj

: ð1Þ

The cumulative number of studies for a drug dk over time is the function

Fdk
ðtÞ ¼ jfsljtdksl � tgj: ð2Þ

The derivative F 0
dk
ðtÞ of this function is the rate of studies per drug at time t. To compare

the evolution of Fdk
ðtÞ for different drugs dk I aligned them by subtracting the time tdkmin 2 ftdksl g

in which a drug is studied for the first time

8sl; tdkmin � tdksl ð3Þ

so that

Fdk
ðt0Þ ¼ jfsljtdksl � tdkmin � t0gj; ð4Þ

where 0 � t
0 � tmax � tdkmin and tmax is the last observation time (here, the end of year 2010).

The time tdkmin is called here the birth time of drug dk. The average cumulative function is then

Fðt 0 Þ ¼ 1

jfdkjt0 � tmax � tdkmingj
X

jfdk jt0 �tmax�t
dk
min

gjFdk
ðt 0 Þ: ð5Þ

Notice that F(t0) is not necessarily a monotonically increasing function as each Fdk
ðt0Þ covers

a different time span ½0; tmax � tdkmin�. For the calculation of F(t0) I excluded for each drug the
first study, as it would only have shifted the function up by one. Drugs for which there was
only one study available were excluded. Using the median of all fFdk

ðt0Þg for every time t

instead of the average function F(t’) yields analogous results.
In each dataset, a disease Di 2 D adopts a drug dk 2 d the first time that drug is studied

together with the disease, with tdkDi
being the time of that event. Thus, a drug adoption by a dis-

ease is defined by the triplet fdk;Di; t
dk
Di
g. The cumulative number of diseases that adopt a drug
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dk is defined by

Gdk
ðtÞ ¼ jfDijtdkDi

� tgj: ð6Þ

The derivative G
0
dk
ðtÞ of this cumulative function is the rate of diseases that adopt a drug dk

at time t. Similarly as with Fdk
ðtÞ, in order to compare the evolution of Gdk

ðtÞ for different
drugs dk, I time-shifted them by subtracting the time tdkmin in which a drug was adopted for the
first time by a disease, so that:

Gdk
ðt0Þ ¼ jfDijtdkDi

� tdkmin � t0gj; ð7Þ

where 0 � t0 � tmax � tdkmin:. The average cumulative function is then

Gðt0Þ ¼ 1

jfdkjt0 � tmax � tdkmingj
X

jfdk jt0 �tmax�t
dk
mingj

Gdk
ðt0Þ: ð8Þ

Notice that G(t0) is not necessarily a monotonically increasing function. For the calculation
of G(t0), I excluded for each drug the first disease that adopted the drug. Drugs that were
adopted by only one disease were excluded as well.

To group drugs according to the number of studies they have accumulated, I looked at all

drugs whose time of birth tdkmin was within a certain year and then separated them into groups
according to the cumulative number of adoptions they had reached by tmax, Gdk

t ¼ tmaxð Þ, or
after a certain time interval Δt. Thus, drugs were not penalized or favored by comparing them
to drugs born in earlier or later years. Similarly, drugs were also grouped based on the values of
Fdk

t ¼ tmaxð Þ and Fdk
Dtð Þ.

To create disease taxonomies I used hierarchical clustering employing Ward's minimum
variance method. As metric for the clustering, I used a measure of mutual information between
diseases based on the number of drugs they had adopted in common. The general definition of
mutual information is:

Iðx; yÞ ¼
X

x;y
pðx; yÞlog pðx; yÞ

pðxÞpðyÞ
� �

: ð9Þ

In this case, the p(x,y) function is a two-dimensional Bernoulli distribution. Given that |d| is
the number of all drugs that have been adopted by all diseases, the p(x,y) for a pair of diseases
Di and Dj is defined as

pijðx; yÞ ¼ 1

jdj
jd� ðd i [ d jÞj jd i � d jj

jd j � d ij jd i \ d jj

#
; ð10Þ

"

where di � d is the set of drugs that has been adopted by disease Di 2 D. The mutual informa-
tion metric used for the clustering was then

IðDi;DjÞ ¼
X

y ¼ ½0; 1�
x ¼ ½0; 1�

pijðx; yÞlog pijðx; yÞ
pijðxÞpijðyÞ

� �
: ð11Þ

I considered a drug exclusive to a disease if only one disease had adopted it within the group
of drugs in consideration. Thus, a drug dk adopted by disease Di (dk 2 di) is exclusive to disease
Di with respect to all diseases d, if 8j 6¼ i, dk =2 dj.
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When a drug is adopted by a disease, there can be a change in the probability that the drug
will be adopted by other, similar diseases. This process was modelled as a communication net-
work in which diseases send drugs to each other. A disease Di can only send a drug dk to
another disease Dj, if the drug dk has been adopted by disease Di but has not been adopted yet
by disease Dj. Such a communication network can be described by a directed graph in which
each node is a disease. Every edge of the network has a message propagation delay associated,
which is the average time that a disease takes to send a drug to another disease.

The goal was to reverse-engineer this communication network knowing only drug adoption
times by diseases. For that, I employed Poisson processes, which are commonly used to model
communication networks. The first approximation involved looking solely at pairs of diseases
and not at the full network. Following the definition of a Poisson process, it is established that,

for any drug dk adopted by a disease Di at time tdkDi
, the probability of that drug being adopted

by a disease Dj that has not yet adopted the drug depends only on the time between drug adop-
tions,

DtdkDiDj
¼ tdkDj

� tdkDi
; ð12Þ

such that

pðDtdkDiDj
> tÞ ¼ e�lDiDj t; ð13Þ

in which tdkDj
> tdkDi

. The subset of drugs covered by this definition is

d ij ¼ fdk 2 d i \ d jjtdkDj
> tdkDi

g: ð14Þ

The value of lDiDj
in the Poisson process is informative because it is the average frequency of

communication between diseases Di and Dj and, hence, the inverse of the average propagation
delay:

TDiDj
¼ 1

lDiDj

: ð15Þ

Thus, high values of lDiDj
represent low propagation delays while low values of lDiDj

repre-

sent large propagation delays. Since the nodes of the network are “competing” to be the first to
pass messages to other nodes, propagation delays are an important factor to evaluate the level
of influence that nodes have over each other.

To compute the value of each lDiDj
for each pair of diseases Di and Dj, I used the maximum

likelihood estimate (MLE) [37] method using as sample data the DtdkDiDj
values observed for

every drug dk 2 dij. The MLE likelihood function had this form in this case:

LðlDiDj
Þ /

Y
dk2dij

p
�
DtdkDiDj

¼ tdkDj
� tdkDi

jlDiDj

�
: ð16Þ

Thus, maximizing the value of the likelihood functions LðlDiDj
Þ involved finding the set of

flDiDj
g that make most likely the observed drug adoption patterns. I also considered the cases

in which a drug had been adopted by a disease Di but not by a disease Dj, i.e., dk 2 di − dj. The
likelihood function in such cases was based on

LðlDiDj
Þ /

Y
dk2di�dj

pðDtdkDiDj
> tmax � tdkDi

jlDiDj
Þ ð17Þ

where tmax is the last observation time (here, the end of year 2010). Including such cases in the
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computation increases the number of data samples and penalizes connections between diseases
in which one disease adopts a high number of drugs that are not adopted by another disease.
Not considering this factor would lead diseases that have adopted a large number of drugs to
unrealistically dominate the network. Thus, with this additional factor the MLE likelihood
function looked like:

LðlDiDj
Þ /

Y
dk2dij

p
�
DtdkDiDj

¼ tdkDj
� tdkDi

jlDiDj

�Y
dk2di�dj

p
�
DtdkDiDj

> tmax � tdkDi
jlDiDj

�
ð18Þ

which becomes

LðlDiDj
Þ /

Y
dk2dij

lDiDj
e
�lDiDj

�
t
dk
Dj

�t
dk
Di

�Y
dk2di�dj

e�lDiDj ðtmax�t
dk
Di

Þ
: ð19Þ

To find the lDiDj
that maximizes LðlDiDj

Þ, we can solve the equation

@L lDiDj

� �
@lDiDj

¼ 0: ð20Þ

So far I have described a pair-wise model. A fuller picture can be built with a more detailed
model that considers relations between all diseases. This model takes into account all drug
adoptions of a drug dk that happen before a disease Dj adopts the drug dk. Thus, every lDiDj

for

a given disease Dj can be computed together by maximizing the function

LðflDiDj
g
8Di

Þ ¼
Y

8Di
LðlDiDj

Þ; ð21Þ

using the equation

@L
�
flDiDj

g
8Di

�
@flDiDj

g
8Di

¼ 0: ð22Þ

This is easier to solve if we consider the log-likelihood function rather than the likelihood
function:

@log
�
L
�flDiDj

g
8Di

��
f@lDiDj

g
8Di

¼ 0: ð23Þ

After derivation, this equation can be solved numerically using a gradient descent method.
This process can then be repeated for each disease Dj. The networks presented in Fig 4 and Fig
7 show connections only between diseases with TDiDj

¼ 1
lDiDj

< 100 yrs. For a TDiDj
� 100 yrs,

the probability of a disease sending a drug to another disease within a 20-year period is lower
than 19%. Of note is that data sparseness can be a limitation for the model described. For
example, for diseases with a small number of drug adoptions, estimates for lDiDj

can be unreal-

istically high or low. Overall delay paths in disease networks were computed with Dijkstra’s
algorithm using the TDiDj

values as network distance metric.

In the text, time differences in the adoptions of drugs by pairs of diseases were calculated
using bootstrapping (resampling with replacement) and, thus, are shown as average time
difference ± standard deviation. Fig 3 and Fig 6 were rendered using iTOL [38].
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